2019 KANSAS STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS (KSC) CONTEST UPDATE

Cabinetmaking

CHAIR: Tom Goering, Technique Manufacturing

CO-CHAIR: 

CONTEST DATE: Thursday, April 25, 2019

CONTEST LOCATION: Hutchinson Fairgrounds, Meadowlark Building

CONTEST TIME: 8:00 am

PURPOSE: To evaluate each contestant’s preparation for employment and to recognize outstanding students for excellence and professionalism in the field of cabinetmaking and millwork.

ELIGIBILITY: Open to active SkillsUSA members enrolled in programs with cabinetmaking and millwork as the occupational objective. Contestant must receive the minimum score to be eligible for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place prizes.

CLOTHING REQUIREMENT: Unless the contest chair says otherwise, students are required to wear the Official SkillsUSA Kansas T-shirt and blue jeans (no tares, holes, or bagginess) clean and neat with appropriate shoes for contest or Official SkillsUSA Carhartt attire.

* Safety glasses with side shields or goggles. (Prescription glasses can be used only if they are equipped with side shields. If not, they must be covered with goggles.)

Official SkillsUSA Kansas T-shirt attire

Official Carhartt attire
CONTEST UPDATES: Refer to the Technical Standards.

Each contestant needs to bring with them the following Tools.

Battery powered drill motor
Nail Apron
Claw Hammer
Pliers or Dykes
1/32" or 1/16" nail set
1/4" thru 1" Chisel set
Measuring Tape
Utility Knife
Back-saw
Combination square
Two pencils
Two 24" bar or pipe clamps
Two hand screw clamps or two "C" clamps 8" max. opening
10" or 12" mill bastard file
#2 Phillips head screwdriver
Calculator
Hand scraper/ cabinet scraper
Sanding block
Three 8 1/2" x 11" sandpaper 80 grit - 120 grit.
Drill bits for # 8 cabinet assembly screws and nails or brads

Each Contestant will also need to bring a copy of their resume to hand in.